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1 INTRODUCTION TO THE UNIT  

 
In this project, you are going to write about your personal world by the hand of August, a 10-year-
old boy with a rare medical facial deformity.  You will be able to understand some excerpts from 
“Wonder” (the book in which August is the main character) and you will prepare a scrapbook using 
some lines from the compositions you will have written throughout the project plus a touch of 
creativity.  
 
This project is at the same time a Portfolio as it becomes a place for you to think about your 
language learning experiences, assess them and collect examples of your writing work.  
 
Each section includes writing models to illustrate what you are asked to do, grammar references, 
common phrases and expressions and some space for the writing tasks that your teacher will 
correct before you add them to your scrapbook layout “My life board”.  
 
The project is divided into 7 sections: 
  
1 MY PHYSICAL/ PSYCHOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION (Page 4) 

 
Here you will learn how to write a description using vivid vocabulary. Some previous tasks 
(translation, reading, drawing) will help you improve the descriptive paragraphs 

 
2 FAMILY AND FRIENDS (Page 7) 
 
Here you are asked to describe some photos in English. You will review the present continuous 
and some language you can use for this purpose 
 
3 THINGS I LIKE, THINGS I DON’T LIKE (Page 9) 
 
You will reflect on some of the things you like and things you do not like.  Analyse and understand 
your behaviour through this exercise 
 
 
4 INSPIRATIONAL QUOTATIONS (Page 11) 
 
What inspires you? Find the best inspirational quotes by famous authors, experts on success and 
inspiring leaders. You will discover some positive thoughts, great advice and ideas from experts 
through a collection of inspirational quotes on topics including friendship, life, love, career and 
leadership 
 
 

TITLE: My life board  
TOPIC: Personal writing & scrapbooking 
AUTHOR: Raquel Feliu Ayala 
EDITED: April 2016 
SUBJECTS: English, Art and Tutorial 
LEVEL: 3rd CSE (14-15 years) Lower Secondary Education  
TIMING: 9 -10 sessions 
GROUPING: Individual & in plenary 
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5 YOUR BEST MEMORY (Page 13) 
 
Do not let memories fade. In this section, you will be invited to get closer to your memories. It is 
always therapeutic to write down your recollections. Either way, do your best to recall the sensory 
details that made the moment important. You can write about your best childhood friend, a 
memorable place, memories of your mother and father, a holiday memory, school-related 
memories, etc. Keep the memory alive! 
 
6 WHAT WILL YOU DO IN A FUTURE?  (Page 15) 
 
It is said that writing about our dreams for the future can help us become happier. It is also fun to 
think about what life will be in the future and it will be a significant source of inspiration for you. 
Here you will use the future tense to envision and write about your future life 
 
 
7 SCRAPBOOK DESIGN (Page 17) 
 
Time to tell your life story creating a unique scrapbook layout adding photos and including some 
paragraphs from the writing drafts your teacher will have corrected a priori. Follow the 
requirements and plan a beautiful scrapbook design 
 
8 SCRAPBOOK PRESENTATION (Page 18) 
 
Prepare an oral presentation introducing your life board in class. Remember that the best 
scrapbook will be awarded 
 
9 ASSESSMENT (page 19) 
 
This section includes the assessment criteria and grading percentage for the project tasks. The 
total project grade will be based on your behaviour and work habits, the performance in the project 
file (writing process), your “Life board” layout and the oral presentation of it 

 
10 SELF-ASSESSMENT (Page 19) 

 
You will use this section to assess your behaviour and language level to discover what you are 
good at and where there is room for improvement 
 
 
11 PROOFREADING CHECKLIST (Page 22) 
 
You can use this section to help you with your written work 
 
 
 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
The texts used as writing prompts are adapted from the book Wonder by R. J. Palacio. [Palacio, R 
J. Wonder. New York: Alfred A Knopf, 2012. Print] 
Your teacher highly recommends you to read this book either in English or Spanish (“La lección de 
August”) 
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2 LEARNING-TEACHING OBJECTIVES 

 
A) General objectives 

● To enhance students’ writing by experimenting with various writing styles, including 

descriptive and narrative. 

● To apply and review grammar structures included in the core curriculum of 3rd of CSE 

● To design a scrapbooking layout with some writing extracts, images and photos 

● To understand personal identity and character development through some excerpts from 

the book “Wonder”. 

 

B) Specific objectives 

● To encourage independent learning  

● To explore their own identity combining artwork and photos with writing 

● To become more connected emotionally and intellectually in the writing process 

● To help students reflect on their writing progress and assess their performance as learners 

by means of self-assessment 

● To make use of free online dictionaries, thesaurus and translation tools 

 
 

3 MAIN GOALS AND COMPETENCES 

 
By the end of this unit, the students will be able to …  
 
1. Read, comprehend and enjoy written messages 
2. Analyse personal texts and find the deeper meanings  
3. Participate in oral interactions, getting involved in their writings by: presenting their life board to 
classmates, answering questions on their work, giving opinions and expressing arguments  
4. Produce coherent writings focusing on their life 
5. Use the dictionary effectively 
6. Evaluate critically their own work and progress in writing 
7. Work in a creative way to design and create a scrapbook layout  
 

4 TRANSFERIBLE SKILLS 

 
4.1 This unit contributes to the achievement of the following key competences: 
 

A) Communicative skills 
 

1. Linguistic and audiovisual communicative competence 
- Communicating orally  
- Scanning and skimming information  
- Giving their opinion and arguments  
- Doing an oral presentation 
- Producing coherent writings  

 
2. Artistic and cultural 
- Being introduced to scrapbooking techniques 
- Demonstrating good taste in paper crafting and the art of scrapbooking 

 
B) Methodological skills 
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3. Information handling and digital competence  
- making research on Internet and selecting useful information on scrapbooking 
- using ICT to get information 

 
4. Learning to learn 
- Developing strategies to understand the contents 
- Making use of guidance 

 
C) Personal skills 

 
5. Autonomy, initiative and decision taking 
- Creating, initiating, developing and assessing individual activities with creativity, 
confidence, responsibility and critical thinking 

 
D) Personal, social and civic skills 

 
6. Social and civic competence  
- Developing values fostering self-esteem 
- Promoting pro-social behaviour and the effects of mankind actions on others 
- Comprehending our personal reality  

 
4.2 The project involves various learning styles: 

 

1) Bodily-kinaesthetic 

- Working skilfully with embellishments and art supplies and materials to design a creative 

layout. That involves the fine motor movements of students’ fingers and hands 

 

2) Interpersonal 

- Reading August’s ideas, problems and reactions and empathising to understand his 

feelings and moods. 

- Appreciating August’s perspectives with sensitivity 

 

3) Verbal-linguistic  

- Writing and talking fluently using a range of vocabulary with changing intonations 

- Expressing feelings 

- Promoting memory 

 

4) Intrapersonal  

- Reflecting and monitoring on their own progress, thoughts and feelings, strengths and 

weaknesses, plans and goals: their own personal histories 

 

5) Visual-spatial 

- Carrying out a scrapbook layout that requires aestheticism and design 

- Using strategic eye-hand coordination to decorate the layout 

 

4.3 Some areas of emotional intelligence (Goleman, D. 2006) are also covered: 

 

1) Self-awareness 

- Knowing one’s emotions, drives, goals and values through essays 

 

2) Empathy 

- Considering August’s feelings and emotions 
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3) Motivation 

- Showing enthusiasm for the project’s achievements 

 

5 CONTENT OBLIGATORY LANGUAGE:  

 
 

D
IS

C
O

U
R

S
E

 G
E

N
R

E
S

 

 
To understand 

 

 
To generate 

 

● descriptive essays 
● narrative of events  
● quotations  
● dictionary definitions 
● Internet videos 

● an own general description 
● photo descriptions 
● captions on things they like and they don’t like 
● own narrative text about a memory 
● captions expressing future prospects and wishes 
● oral opinions and arguments  
● creative production using ICT tools 
● comic resources: bubble speech and thought 

bubble 
● reflections on their essays and self-assessment 
● a life board following the scrapbooking technique 

 

 
 

6 SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT  

 
 
10% Work habits & Behaviour 
 
60% Project file (essays)  
 
15% Life board layout  
 
15% Life board presentation  
 
(See Section 9: Rubrics –page 13, for further details) 
 

7 RESOURCES & MATERIALS 

 
 

● Student’s project file (pdf) 

● Teacher’s project file (pdf) 

● Scrapbooking materials 
● Photographs 
● Magazines 
● Writing and drawing supplies 
● Bilingual dictionaries  
● Internet access, PC, laptops, screen, projector  
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8 SESSION BY SESSION  

 
(The section includes some suggested answers) 
 
SESSION 1: My physical/psychological description 
Pages 4-6 
 
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION 

● understand a physical and psychological description 
● use an online dictionary to translate and look up new words 
● comprehend a physical description and draw a portrait 
● give their opinion and express arguments: be conscious of how a disabled person may feel  
● write a description of yourself in first person 

 
 
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: dictionaries, drawing materials and supplies, Internet access 
 
ASSESSMENT: work in class & general description 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER: The teacher introduces the project objectives, presents 
the project file and explains how they will be assessed plus some general rules. 
Before starting, students will reflect on project goal and their responsibility within it by answering 
the following questions: 
 

 

Why are we doing this project? Students will be able to write academic essays at 
freshman level clearly and accurately at an acceptable 
speed. They will also have a critical awareness of their 
writing in terms of unity, content, coherence and 
linguistic accuracy (grammatical structure and choice of 
vocabulary). 

 

How is it connected with real life? Nowadays, portfolios are used to get a job, to sell 
books to agents, to be more visible.  
Writing skills are a real asset in future workplaces. 

What do you hope to accomplish with this 
project? 

 

 
 
The teacher starts with an introduction to the physical and psychological description and after 
reading August Pullman’s general description, there can be a brief class interaction about how 
August may feel and what problems he must have to face in his everyday life. After completing the 
translation, the portrait and the writing, the teacher will correct the compositions (see Rubrics, page 
13).  
 

SESSION 2: Family and friends 
Pages 7-8 
 
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION 

● understand a picture description 
● use an online dictionary to translate and look up new words 
● review the present continuous 
● learn some useful expressions to describe a picture 
● write a description of two pictures 
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RESOURCES & MATERIALS: dictionaries, two photos (family and friends), Internet access 
 
ASSESSMENT: work in class & description of two photos  
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER: The teacher introduces the second task and correct the 
compositions.  
 
SESSION 3: Things I like, things I don’t like 
Pages 9-10 
 
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION 

● understand short captions  
● use an online dictionary to translate and look up new words, if necessary 
● give their opinion and express arguments 
● review how to express likes and dislikes 
● write things they like and things they don’t like 
● reflect on their preferences and the reasons 

 
 
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: dictionaries, magazines, scissors, drawing supplies, Internet 
access 
 
ASSESSMENT: work in class & captions expressing likes and dislikes 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER: The teacher introduces the next task and correct the 
captions.  
 
SUGGESTED ANSWERS: 

 

1) What do you think August like Halloween? Because nobody notices and knows him. 

 

2) Do you know why Auggie felt so sad? Because Dark Sidious looks weird because he was struck 

by a lightning.  

 

3) What can he do against bullies? Ignore them, talk to the teachers, join the Mediation Program 

 

 
SESSION 4: Inspirational quotations 
Pages 11-12 
 
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION 

● learn about quotations 
● surf the Net to find inspirational quotations 
● use an online dictionary to translate some quotations 
● give their opinion and express arguments on quotations 
● reflect on why they chose some particular quotations 

 
 
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: dictionaries, Internet access, 
https://www.emaze.com/@ALQRZIOC/quotations-day presentation,  
 
ASSESSMENT: work in class & quotation translations 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER: The teacher introduces the task, shows the Emaze 
presentation, encourages and stimulates students’ discussion and critical thinking. 

https://www.emaze.com/@ALQRZIOC/quotations-day
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SUGGESTED ANSWERS: 
 

a. What is a “quotation”? A phrase or short piece of writing taken from a longer work of 

literature, poetry, etc. or what someone else has said (Cambridge Dictionary) 

 

b. How do you translate “quotation/quote” into Catalan? Cita 

c. What movies is this quote from? “Life is like a box of chocolates. You never know what 

you’re gonna get”: Forrest Gump 

 

1. Watch the presentation, copy and translate the quotations. 

https://www.emaze.com/@ALQRZIOC/quotations-day 

 

 

1 

 

Fall in love with yourself 

 

Enamora’t de tu mateix 

 

2 

 

When shit happens turn it into fertilizer 

Discuss on the expression “when shit 

happens” (quan passa quelcom 

imprevisible) and the difficulty to find an 

appropriate equivalent in Catalan/Spanish 

 

3 

 

Menstruation, menopause, mental 

breakdowns, notice how all women’s 

problems begin with men.  

 

 

Menstruació, menopausa, crisis mentals. 

Fixa’t que tots els problemes de les dones 

comencen per “men” 

 

4 

 

If plan A didn’t work, the alphabet has 25 

more letters! Stay cool.  

 

 

Si el pla A no funciona, l’alfabet té 25 

lletres més. No perdis la clama 

 

5 

 

Destroy what destroys you 

 

 

Destrueix el que et destrueix 

 

6 

 

Don’t give up. Normally it is the last key 

on the ring, which opens the door - 

Paulo Cohelo 

 

 

No et rendeixis. Normalment la clau que 

obre la porta és l’última del clauer 

 

7 

 

Every student can learn, just not on the 

same day or in the same way.- George 

Evans 

 

 

Tots els estudiants són capaços 

d’aprendre, però no al mateix dia o de la 

mateixa manera 

 

8 

 

What if I fall? Oh, but my darling, what if 

you fly? -e.h. 

 

 

I si caic? Oh, amor, però i si voles? 

 

9 

 

When nothing goes right… go left. 

 

Comment the double-meaning and the play 

on the word “right” and the difficulty to find 

a good translation 

 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/short
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/piece
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/long
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/work
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/literature
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/poetry
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/else
https://www.emaze.com/@ALQRZIOC/quotations-day
https://www.emaze.com/@ALQRZIOC/quotations-day
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10 

 

Admire someone else’s beauty without 

questioning your own. 

 

 

Admira la bellesa dels altres sense 

qüestionar-te la teva 

 

 

SESSION 5: Your best memory 
Pages 13-14 
 
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION 

● read and comprehend a narrative text in past simple 
● use an online dictionary to translate and look up new words 
● review the past tenses: past simple and past continuous 
● write about your best memory 

 
 
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: dictionaries, photographs, Internet access 
 
ASSESSMENT: work in class & past tense narrative text  
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER: The teacher introduces the task, review the past tenses 
aloud and correct the essay. 
 
ANSWERS: 
 
“The night I was born there were two nurses in the delivery room. One was very nice and sweet. 
The other one, Mom said, didn’t seem at all nice and sweet. She had big arms and (here comes 
the funny part) she kept farting. Like, she’d bring Mom some ice chips, and then fart. She’d check 
Mom’s blood pressure, and fart. And the nurse never ever said “excuse me”! 
When I came out from mom’s stomach, the doctor fainted, and the farting nurse started yelling at 
him the whole time: “Get up! Get up! What kind of doctor are you? What kind of doctor are you?” 
And then all of a sudden she let out the biggest, loudest, smelliest fart in the history of farts. Mom 
thinks it was actually the fart that finally woke the doctor. 
Of course I can’t remember this story but I like when Mom tells it because it makes me laugh so 
much. 
 

R/IR INFINITIVE PAST SIMPLE MEANING 

Irregular TO BE 
BORN 

WAS/WERE BORN NÉIXER 

Irregular to be was/were ser/estar 

Irregular say said dir 

Irregular do did fer 

Irregular have had tenir 

Irregular keep kept seguir 

Irregular come came venir 

Regular faint fainted desmaiar-se 

Regular start started començar 

Irregular let let deixar anar 

Irregular 
 

wake woke despertar-se 
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SESSION 6: What will you do in a future? 
Pages 15-16 
 
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION 

● read and comprehend futures plans 
● use an online dictionary to translate and look up new words 
● review the future tense and expressions to mention wishes 
● write about wishes and future prospects 
● reflect on your own prospects and what you should do to accomplish them  

 
 
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: dictionaries, photographs, drawing supplies, Internet 
 
ASSESSMENT: work in class & captions about wishes and students’ future 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER: The teacher introduces the task, review the future tenses 
and correct the captions. Students can discuss their wishes in plenary aloud. 
 

SESSION 7: Scrapbook design  
Page 17 
 
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION 

● create a scrapbook layout following the requirements 
● choose the most important parts of each essay to add to the “Life board” 
● surf the Internet to find scrapbooking ideas and recommendations 

 
 
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: corrected essays, images of you, your friends, family, pets…,   
a big cardboard (preferably white), scissors, ruler, coloured pencils, bottle of glue, adhesive, scotch 
tape, plain and patterned papers, magazines, small envelopes (they can be handmade), 
embellishments (stickers, stamps, ink pads, hole making machine, labels, buttons, pom pons, etc.), 
webpages. 
  
Suggested webpages to find inspiration:  
http://www.scrapbook.com/gallery/?type=layout 
https://es.pinterest.com/scrapbookcom/favorite-scrapbooking-layouts/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QShCoBotCEk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ns4YOK-8Hs 
 
ASSESSMENT: My life Board scrapbook layout (see Rubrics, page 13) 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER: The teacher can show some videos on scrapbooking 
techniques and go through the requirements that must be included in the layout. Students can 
finish it at home, if necessary. 
 

SESSION 8-9: My life board scrapbook presentation 
Page 18 
 
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION 

● present their life boards to the peers 
● answer questions from the classmates and the teacher 
● respect others work 

 
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: My life board layout, guide notes for the oral presentation, PC, a 
presentation software 
 

http://www.scrapbook.com/gallery/?type=layout
https://es.pinterest.com/scrapbookcom/favorite-scrapbooking-layouts/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QShCoBotCEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ns4YOK-8Hs
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ASSESSMENT: Scrapbook oral presentation.  
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER: Listen and ask questions to the students after presenting 
their layout. Assess their task. (See Rubrics, page 13) 
 

 

SESSION 10: Self – Assessment & Poll 
Pages 19-21 
 
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION 

● be critical with their own work and others layouts in the poll 
● Reflect on their writing progress 

 
 
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: My life board layout and the project file; a treat for the winner  
 
ASSESSMENT: Students’ self-assessment grid 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER: The teacher hands a rough paper out to each student so 
they can vote for the best scrapbook and guides the poll. A treat or award can be given to the 
winner. 
Finally, students will assess their own work and learning process by means of some 
questionnaires.  
 

9 RUBRICS 

 

Points 

PROJECT RUBRIC 

 

1 

 

 

2 

 

 

3 

 

 

4 

 

 

Earned 

Assessment 

Minimal Basic Proficient Masterful SELF  TEACHER 

 
WORK HABITS & BEHAVIOUR (10%) 
 

 Listen while others are talking  

 Work quietly, raise hand to talk 
and stay in seat 

 Followed directions and use time 
wisely 

 Bring materials and keep them 
organized 

 Don’t disturb others 

 Try to do their best 

 Accept responsibility for actions 

 Is gaining Independence 
 

      

 
WRITING PROCESS (60%) 
 

 Work independently on 
assignments 

 Use accurate punctuation and 
capitalization 

 Use a variety of vocabulary and 
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interesting words. Shows own 
personality in appropriate ways 

 Senses are complete and make 
sense 

 Use transitional words 

 No sections have been skipped 

 Use resources such as a 
dictionary when needed 

 Handwriting is neat 

 There are no spelling mistakes 

 There are no grammar mistakes 

 Stays on topic and is through with 
interesting details 

 The presentation is clear and 
easy-to-understand   

 Follow the project directions  

 
LIFE BOARD ORAL PRESENTATION (15%) 
 

Topics / Vocabulary 

● Give a description of 
himself/herself 

● Describe some photos 
● Use an inspirational quote 
● Include a past memory 
● Talk about his/her future 

      

Grammar 

Use the proper verb tenses for each essay: 

 Present Simple 

 Present Continuous 

 Likes and dislikes expressions 

 Expressions to describe photos 

 Past Simple 

 Past Continuous 

 Future Tense and expressions 

      

Pronunciation & Intonation 

 Speak not too fast not too slowly 

 Speak loudly 

 Pronounce words correctly 

 Classmates understand him/her 

 Show enthusiasm 

      

 
LIFE BOARD LAYOUT (15%) 

 
● Information is complete and is en- 

hanced by accurate and 
appropriate details 

● Pictures, photo- graphs, drawings, 
diagrams, graphs, or other similar 
devices add to the overall 
effectiveness of the scrapbook; 
captions are relevant and 
explanatory. 

● Space, shapes, textures, and 
colours provide information 
themselves and add to the overall 
effectiveness of the scrapbook. 

● There is a wholeness about the 
scrapbook; the theme is consistent 
throughout. The title and 
subheading clearly identifies the 
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theme. 

● Conventions of spelling, 
punctuation, and grammar are 
used with a high degree of 
accuracy. 

● The requirements of the 
assignment have been exceeded. 
The scrapbook is very creative and 
interesting. 

● We did our best and we tried to be 
creative and imaginative paying 
attention to details 
 

 
TOTAL POINTS 
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